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A Total-Absorption Scintillation Counter fm.· I-Iigh-Energy Photons 

William C. Bowman, Jim B. Carroll. and John A. Poirier· 

Lawrence Radiation Labol"atory 
University of California. 
· · Berkeley, ·California , 

• 
February' 27, -1962 

ABSTRACT 

A total absorption scintillation counter for 1-..igh-energy photons :P..as 

been'developed with :!::7o/oenergy resolution for 130-Mev photons. The coUI.:.ter 

was built of enough plastic scintillator to contain most of the energy and 

maintain a high detection efficiency. We employed the technique of observing 

a statistical sampling of l~ght from an integrating volume. The integrating 

volume was obtained by painting the surface of the counter with a diffuse 

reflector and detecting the light with a large number of photomultipli~Ojr tubes 

placed. ~·yp.hmetrically about the counter. Use of a scintillator enabled us to 

work with a light source of high intensity. thus assuring optimum photon 

statistics. 

·>;; 
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A Total .. Absorption Scintillation Counter !or High-Energy Photons 

William c. Bowman~ Jim B. Carroll, and John A. Poirier 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California · 

Berkeley, California 

February 27, 1962. 

INTRODUCTION AND PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES 

We desired to build a total absorption scintillation counter of high effi-

ciency which could be used to determine high photon energies with good 

resolution. Examination of the absorption cross sections -for gamma 1·ays. in 

lead and carbon1 (Fig. 1) shows the pair-production erose section increasing 
·. 

with energy and the Compton-scattering cross section dec:reasing with energy .2 

This conflict in energy d~pendence leads to a minimUI'l1: in the total-absorption 

cross section, w.hich for. high-Z material is more pronounced and appears at 

lower energies thanfor low-Z materials. 

An electron produced by either process may lose its~:energy eithex throu~h 

radiation or through im.1.izing collisions. F:rom the :~.·elations hip between the 

two modes of energy loss; 

{dE/dx) ~ radiation / ~ EZ 80v !v'iev, TdEfcb:). . . 
11

. . -
• 10n1z1ng co lSlOns 

(where E is the energy of the particle in question, and Z is the atomic 
·~ 

nu."Uber of the material the particle traverses) one can see that the critical 

energy, ~t which radiative loss equals ionizing loss, is inversely relat;:;d to 

Z. In high-Z '·materials there is a strong probability of reradiation b:cems-

strahlung in the region of the niinimura in the absorption cross section; there

fore in high-Z materials where the critical energy is low there may be la:.:·;;;(; 

\ 
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fluctuations in the energy containm~mt. and thus poor energy resolution, 

Ut"'lless the counter is large enough to contain nearly all the energy. 

i.~lhen the energy of the photon is near the critical energy. the volume 

o£ the energ'y containment is elongated in the direction of the incoming photof!. 
.. .. 

\Vi1.€m the energy is much greater than the critical energy, the volume is more 

n.eady spherical and less sensitive to the direction of the incoming photon. 

The p~.-(;>"blem of containment is further complicated by the interaction 
' , I . . 

of the photon a~ various depths iz::t the counter in the usual exponential fashion 

(Fig. 2}. This results in fluctuations in the energy contained in the cou.:""lter. 

The effect of the variatiOn in the photon interaction position is more apparent 

in lcr~v-Z raaterials which require fewer radiation lengths to contain the energy. 
' ' 

The energy contained by an absorption counter is usually detected by 

~ convertiug a fraction of it to y~sible light, either by Cerenkov radiation or a 

scintillation process. The light is then detected by a .photornultiplier-tube 
' . , . 

arrangement, and for a given event the energy contained in the· counter is 

determined to an ¢\Ccuracy within the variance of the number of detected photons. 

The variance is due to the statistical nature of the light ... producing process and 

to variations in light collection efficiency. The statistical fluctuations are 

related to the square roots of the numbers of photons detected. The variations 

in ~ight-collection efficiency are mainly due to variations in the solid angle 

subtended by the phototubes at different positions in the counter, and to the 

different effects of reflection and absorption in collecting the light from different 
. l ,· 

:•i :' 

positions. Fluctuations in the position of the generated light are due to variations ~ 

. in the position and direction of the incident photop and the fact that successive 

showers are not contained in the same elements of volun'le. Variations in light-

collection efficiency are more pronounced in large-volu..."ne.counters such as are 

required to contain.l85-Mev photons . 
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The probability of collecting light from all vollime elements in the 

coUnter can be made approximately independent of position by coating the 
' . ' ' 

counter with a diffuse reflector. The diffuse reflebtor is useful only to the 

extent ·that the light is reflec;ted before detection and not detected di:re.ctly. 

If there. were no self.;absorption and perfect reflectivity, all the light .could be 

collected-by this method, but in practice only'a small fraction of the' light is 

collected. 

·THE APPARATUS 

· A. Kantz and R. Hofstadter measured the shower containment of 185-
. ' ' 2 ' ' .: 

Mev electrons in C, Al, · Cu, Sn, and Pb. The behavior of the plastic 

scintillator (Table I) <:an be approximated by their carbon data. Based on these 
·,, 

data, a counter was constructed from a plastic-scintillator cylinder' five ra.dia.tion 

lengths long and one radiation length in diameter, which wii.l contain about 94% 

of the energy of an axially 'incident h.igh-energy photon. In comparison, for '1:2-~e 

same situation ·.in lead, their data indicate that the cylinder would need to be 

· 14 radiation lengths long and 20 radiation lengths in diameter. The plastic

scintillator cylinder was. 80 in. long arid ),·6 in. in diameter; a iead-glacG cylinder 

to provide the same containment would be 15.4 in. long and 22 in. h1 diameter. 

if we C\Bsume a density of 3.89 g/cm3 and a typical composition for such glo..5s. 
. :plastic 

W:itl1a,tcounter of this size, we decided to detect the light by taking a 

statistical sample of light. £::om an integrating 11 sphere." To approximate a 

ep):ler,e, · the 80-by 16-in. cylinder was divided into four 20- by 16-in. sectio:::..:;. 

The machine ·finished surface of the scintillator was coated with a diffuse 

reflector consisting of a.-alumina in an aq~y~oid resin which has an indc:~ of 

'· refraction of approximately l.S. 3 ~twas hoped that the coefficient of l'cflcctivi;;y 

of the .diffuse surface and the self-absorption of the scintillation light by the 

counter would be such as to allow the light to make a number of reflections 

i 
' I 

t 1 

'' 
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on the average before being detected.·, This would.insure .that a large percentage 

of the detected photons would be posit1'on-insensitive. The: light was detected 

by six RCA 665SA photomul~iplier tubes arranged in a symmetrical fashion on 

®acb of the £our sections), ·a.t shown u~ Fig. 3 • 
•. • . ." I ' ' . 

The large vol~e of scintillator; in the counter makes it verf'&e:dsitive to 
background. For example, cosmic r•~ys alone give 7000 counts/ min above 

56 Mev. The amount of shielding required for various backgrounds is sUfficient 

to warrant e.vety attempt to keep the size;;, of the counter and its phototubes to a 

minimu..vn. . The counter sections we.te contained in a steel box with thin aluminu.n1. 

end walls. The steel box served as a magnetic shield as well as a structural 

support and a light-tight· container~· 

:In order to' maintain the counter 1 s energy resolution~ the p1·ojected path. 

of a detected photon must fall within the defining cylinder of the counter for its 

entire length. Hence, the detected photons must be collimated a.pp·ropriately. 

Having divided the counter into foul.· sections, one must take care tc! . 

ensure that the electronic gain of each section is the sar~"le. We first set the 

gain of all the phototubes, using collimated minimu.rn.-ionizing cosn1.ic rays 22 

c:L. primary standard. A secondary standard, a de light 2o·.J.rce ( 1 B59), 'Nas 

used to set the high voltage of the phototube thereafter. The resultant pulse 

from the counter was· taken to be the sum of the pulses from the four seci:io;·.:.s • 

. : ,·. 
·DATA 

·The pulse from the counter was observed to have a,.rise time of 
,· 

approximately ·zo nsec by use of a Tektl.-onix 517A oscilloscope~ The lei1.gth of 

the rise time indicates that most of the scintillation light is :rando1nly reflected 

before being detected. 

i 
•·· 
; 
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The resolution of the counter was measured by observing the 129.4-Mev 

monoenergetic photon produced by the radiative capture of stopping pions in 

hydrogen in the reaction 'iT .. + p - y + n. 

·In addition to the monoenergetic photon peak, there is a distribution of 

photons from· the decay of the neutral pion produced in the accompanying 

reaction, 11' • + p- TTO + n (Fig. 4).- I! the linearly extrapolated tail of the 

neutral-pion distribution is subtracted from the monoenergetic photon peak 

data, a Gaussian curve can be fitted to the data.· This Gaussian has a resolution 

of 7%. half-width at half maximum (Fig. 5). 

, .. _ 

'• 
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T'abl~ I. Composition oi the plastic scintillator used. 

Solvent: 

Aqtivator: 

Shifter: 

Release agent 

Tolerance: 

Radiation length: 

Index of refraction: 

·. f• 

97.46o/oploystyrene (C
8

H
8

) 

2. 5% p-terphenyl 

0.03% tet1·aphenyl-butadiene 

O.Olo/ozinc stea:o:-ate 

* 1 o/o of each ingredient by weight 

43.4 g/ cm2 or 41.3 em 

1.595 

====:==================-==·=====-· ~- ·-·-
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

l. Total absorption cross sections for gamma. rays in carbon and lead • 

. Here the cross .sectioX: in units of z 2r 0 ?../137 is plotted versus the energy 

in Mev. This figure is derived :l!l·om curves given by Bethe and Ashldn. 1 

Z. Energy containment versus interaction depth. The solid line represents the 

average energy contained in the counter as a function o£ the point o£ 
. ,· ' 

pr~duction of a.l85-.Mev electron. · The curve is dedved from the data of 

Ka~tz and Hofstadter. 2 The d~shed line represents the probability that an 
. . 

incident 185-Mev photon penetrate:sa.,t;;iven distance into the counter. 

3. Diagram of one of tr.e four identical sections. of the counter, showing the 

mounting of the photomultiplier tube. 

4. Photon spectrum obtained by the cou:n.ter- for stopping negative pions i:n 

}:ly¢rogen. . The number of events per channel is plotted against the che:.b'l.':!el 

number of the pulse -height analyzer. 

5. Gaussian curve through t..."1e data of the 129.4-Mev monoenergetic photon 

' has been subtracted. The probabiHty of a greater deviatiotl. fro.:n this cn:::vc 

.. .byji'a subsequent set of data is 0.45; as detel'mined by a 
' .< • 
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